
 
 
Position Title:  

Science & Technology Market Leader  

The Science & Technology Market Leader is responsible for developing and implementing a plan that 

leads to achievement of revenue goals in their assigned market.  Other duties include serving as a 

member of the Operations Team, analyzing the market, building and managing market relationships and 

overseeing a team of Project Managers.   

 

Interpersonal Responsibilities 

1. Actively builds, develops and maintains key market relationships.  Regularly meets with clients in 

professional and social settings.    

2. Represents PEDCO in the business community and serves as the face of the company within 

specified market; presents at conferences, network with senior executives, identify prospective 

clients and lead business development activities.   

3. Manages relationships with market clients; verifies satisfaction and sources new opportunities. 

Identifies and manages relationships between strategic partners and assists with identifying 

external relationship needs.      

4. Works with the COO to lead, manage and coach assigned Project Managers. May serve as a 

Project Manager on occasion. 

5. Collaborates with marketing, to develop a budget for market to include; training events, 

marketing brochures, market events, etc. and utilizes Sales/Marketing as a resource. 

6. Collaborates with other Market Leaders on business development strategies and identifies 

opportunities to cross-sell into accounts.   

 

Operational Responsibilities 

1. Monitors monthly and quarterly project profitability and market revenue against stated goals 

and targets and communicates changes, delays, and cost overruns.  Oversees the development 

and champions the implementation of necessary action plans to address variances. 

2. Establishes market and client-specific requirements and appropriate leading and lagging 

performance metrics that indicate success. 

3. Reports out in weekly Operations Meeting on previous week metrics, upcoming and future 

weeks expectations and provides action steps to address any deficiencies.  

4. Ensures customer satisfaction; Works to resolve high-level, escalated customer issues.  

Determines root cause and ensures appropriate steps are taken to avoid future occurrences. 



 
 

5. Reports quality issues to appropriate parties. 

6. Reviews proposals as required to ensure competitiveness. 

 

Organizational Responsibilities 

1. Strategically evaluates the market; develops market analysis and creates a plan to identify 

targeted clients within the market,  

2. Ensures market business plan is in alignment with organization’s strategic business plan. 

3. Works with the leadership team to develop, communicate, and implement PEDCO’s strategic 

initiatives.   

4. Works with the Operations Team to determine the necessary technical expertise required for 

the market and work with Discipline Leaders to hire necessary expertise when appropriate.   

5. Utilizes knowledge, expertise and market analysis to create a plan for market growth.   

6. Develops, tracks and reports on market budget.  Actively pursues and achieves financial goals, 

works with Client Managers and/or Project Managers to achieve goals and makes adjustments 

accordingly. 

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

1. Experience: A minimum of 5 years senior level account management experience with demonstrated 

sustained account growth.  Prior project leadership experience managing $1,000,000 of volume per 

year for 5 years. 

2. Reasoning Development: Apply business management principles to define problems, collect data, 

establish facts, and draw valid conclusions.  Deal with several abstract and concrete variables. 

3. Mathematical Development: Proficient in applying mathematical operations for analyzing, 

interpreting and assessing strategic opportunities, business performance, and operational issues. 

4. Language Development: Ability to read and interpret technical journals, financial reports, legal 

documents, workplace rules and procedures; prepare business letters, summaries, and reports, 

using a prescribed format and conforming to all rules of punctuation, grammar, diction and style; 

speak with poise and confidence, using correct English. 

5. Licensures and Certifications: Professional Engineer or Architect preferred. 

6. Education: Bachelor’s degree or higher in Engineering, Architecture, or Construction Management. 


